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ECOSYN: A project supported by the 
European Union for the development 
of novel, eco-friendly synergists

This project has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme for 
research, technological development and demonstration under grant agreement no 605740

The project is for 2 years and is being co-ordinated by Dr Valerio Borzatta 

from Endura (Italy). Other members of the consortium include AgChem 

Access (UK), Ankara Advanced Technologies Investment (Turkey), 

ApresLabs Ltd (UK), Babolna Bio (Hungary), Dewar Crop Protection (UK), 

Rothamsted Research (UK), Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore (Italy) 

and Vyzkumny Ustav Vcelarsky (Czech Republic).

The Consortium

The goal of the project is to produce novel eco-friendly synergists that 

can be used against agricultural and public health pests. These will 

allow a reduction in insecticidal dose whilst maintaining efficacy against 

pest species, with the concomitant benefits to the environment and 

consumers. 

The project will evaluate: 

Ÿ  structure activity relationships (SAR) between the synergists and 

enzymes that can metabolise insecticides (esterases, P450s);

Ÿ  efficacy of  insecticide / synergist combinations in laboratory and field 

trials against resistant pest species;

Ÿ  results of insecticide / synergist selection regimes;

Ÿ  the effect on beneficial organisms (pollinators);

Ÿ  optimal strategies for their use in the field.

Objectives

At present, insecticides remain the only guaranteed treatment to 

provide sufficient, disease-free agricultural produce. However, their use 

may result in increasing insecticide-resistance and environmental 

contamination. One way to reduce these undesirable effects is to 

incorporate the use of synergists; molecules that are themselves non-

toxic at the doses applied, but which when combined with an 

insecticide increase efficacy by inhibiting the metabolic processes that 

can detoxify xenobiotics.

Insecticides, resistance and synergists

There is an increasing demand for agriculture that is free of insect pests, 

whilst instilling little or no damage to human health, beneficial 

organisms and the environment..

ECOSYN: introduction

www.ecosyn.eu
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